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Violations of Civil Liberties Based on Fear of the Other 

When the government cultivates its citizens’ fear of a certain group, often based on race 

or ethnicity, that group becomes “the other”. The rest of the citizens come to believe this group is 

the source of their ills, which results in society inflicting terrible harm on them. During the 

Reconstruction Era, fear of the other surfaced once black people were freed. They were seen as 

the other – people who took jobs and opportunities from poor whites and did not have a place in 

society. Also, the creation of the Black Codes caused restrictions on black people's freedom, so 

they were treated like second class citizens after their emancipation. This treatment of black 

people foreshadowed a nation doomed to single out its citizens again during World War II. The 

attack on Pearl Harbor in Hawaii on December 7th, 1941 by the Japanese forced the United 

States to declare war against Japan the following day. Soon after, Japanese-Americans became an 

enemy within the United States, as they were no longer trusted in American society. In response, 

on February 19, 1942, President Roosevelt ordered the creation of internment camps. The 

bombing of Pearl Harbor led to the forced relocation and incarceration of innocent Japanese 

Americans into these camps. This flagrant violation of civil liberties by the United States 

government shows how fear of the other can cause people to do the unspeakable.  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Source: Dorothea Lange, March 1942 

There was an time in American history when the only way Japanese-Americans could 

plead their case was with these four words, “I AM AN AMERICAN”. This sign, put up outside a 

grocery store at the street corner in Oakland, California, portrays the culture of fear that 

developed around an ethnicity. Hung up the day after the attack on Pearl Harbor, December 8th, 

1941, the sign reveals that this man of Japanese ancestry knew that he and his fellow Japanese-

Americans would be under fire since it was the Japanese that bombed the United States. When 

horrific events occur, people want to put blame on someone who is not like the majority. In this 

case, that was the Japanese-Americans. During Reconstruction, it was black people who were 

under fire and were treated and punished as one race. If one black person did something wrong, 

their entire race was viewed as corrupt. The country of Japan committed the attack, not these 



Japanese-Americans, and yet they still had to plead their case that they were loyal to the United 

States, through actions such as hanging a vast sign in front for everyone to see. However, this 

proven loyalty was no use against American fears of the possible destruction of the United 

States, so they were brutally punished. (Taylor, World War II: Internet of Japanese Americans) 
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Source: NARA, 22 April 1942 

 This unwarranted punishment came for the Japanese-Americans in San Francisco, 

California on April 1st, 1942. Taped to a brick wall were exclusion orders, issued by Lieutenant 

General J.L. Dewitt, that directed the removal of people of Japanese ancestry to an internment 

camp on April 7th, 1942 at 12:00 o’clock. This was just one of many posters hung up around 

cities on the west coast that altered Japanese-Americans’ lives. It gave them around a week to 

pack up their lives and become prisoners – as if they would ever be ready to face punishment for 

a crime they did not commit. The government and other American citizens felt they were keeping 



the United States safe, as they believed anyone who was Japanese was unloyal. During this 

unpredictable and terrifying war, this act was trying to make other Americans feel safer by taking 

action on what the government could actually control. Citizens mistreating and punishing a 

group just because they do not want to acknowledge their true fears has been seen all the way 

back to Reconstruction. Black people were blamed for poor whites losing their jobs like how 

Japanese-Americans were wrongfully blamed for being spies after the bombing of Pearl Harbor. 

This generalization caused the most abominable of punishments (Taylor). 

Source: Fallat, 1941, retrieved from https://po394.files.wordpress.com/2014/11/rat.jpg, 6 
June 2018. 

https://po394.files.wordpress.com/2014/11/rat.jpg


This false generalization of Japanese-Americans was promoted in common wartime 

propaganda against the Japanese, as it imposed hate, fear, and distrust against United States 

enemies. In this poster, a vicious looking rat with abnormally large ears and a military hat is 

cleaning blood off his sword. Standing on the island of Japan with the background representing 

the Japanese flag, the rat represents a Japanese-American. The words “Don’t Talk, Rats have Big 

Ears” warned Americans not to say anything about the war or American plans so Japanese-

Americans would not hear and gather information for Japan. The large ears mean Japanese 

Americans were always listening, creating mindset in the public that these internment camps 

were needed to prevent Japanese-Americans from spying for Japan. This assumption was 

completely derived from the attack in Pearl Harbor in 1941, which made any Japanese person the 

enemy, even if they were an American. However, no person of Japanese ancestry living in the 

United States was ever convicted of any serious espionage or sabotage during the war, while 

between 1942 and 1944, eighteen Caucasians were tried for spying for Japan. The poster targeted 

Japanese-Americans for betraying the United States, even though that assumption had no basis in 

the truth. This kind of speculation resulted in the government’s order to create internment camps 

for Japanese-Americans to keep America safe. However, all it did was make the situation worse 

by putting stress on a country who believed it found a solution to problem that never existed 

(Burton). 
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Source: Dorothea Lange, 16 June 1942 

 Not only did they face hatred from their fellow Americans, but Japanese-Americans had 

horrific living conditions while in internment camps. The startling image above captures the 

living conditions these people were facing. It reveals one of the possible barracks for family use 

in an internment camp created for three years. The former stalls for race horses gave each family 

two small rooms, and the inner one had no outside door or window. While the government called 

these buildings the Japanese’s new homes, these new shacks were really prisons, and they were 

held up in there based on the premise of fear. The lack of overall sanitation is displayed as well 

as dirt and rubble in the absence of paved roads. Camps were also usually located in remote areas 

where weather conditions were not always favorable, as seen by the overall dry and dusty feel of 

the camp, as well as the peak of a mountain in the background. These camps were known to not 

only have poor living conditions, as seen the image, but also to be overcrowded, as an entire 



ethnicity was put into them. The comparison between these camps and what Japanese-Americans 

probably lived in before is simply appalling, especially when considering the reason of this sub-

par living comes not by choice, but instead by punishment due to fear (Burton). 
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Source: Associated Press, 10 May 1945 

 This fear of betrayal did not even seem to subside even after World War II ended. A 

powerful image, taken upon the return of a Japanese family from a relocation center in Hunt, 

Idaho, and back to Seattle, Washington, speaks volumes about the feelings toward Japanese 

throughout the 1940s. This family found their home and garbage vandalized with anti-Japanese 

graffiti –“NO JAPS WANTED”– and a broken window. The posed picture in front of their house 

shows their harmlessness, standing with two young children in the picture, and also their sadness 

as their mother looks into the window of their old house that they have not seen in years, due to 



there unwarranted incarceration. The United States destroyed their lives by not only taking them 

away from their homes and putting them in relocation, but also putting a negative label on their 

ethnicity, which put a target on their back for years to come. This action was unspeakably wrong. 

As the government and citizens let their feelings of fear lash out, they made a rash and fearful 

decision, and the Japanese-Americans had to pay for it for years to come. 

African Americans were targeted like this during the Reconstruction era from the KKK, 

which would burn houses and kill African Americans just based on the fact that they were black. 

Reconstruction foreshadowed the treatment of minority races, like Japanese-Americans, based on 

nothing but hate and fear.  

Although no formal apology was given to Japanese-Americans directly following the end 

of the war, President Reagan signed the Civil Liberties Act in 1988. The legislation offered a 

formal apology for the government's wrongdoings, as well as compensating more than 100,000 

people of Japanese descent who were incarcerated in internment camps during World War II. 

This forced relocation derived from the fear of “the other” shows us that throughout history, 

whether it be the black people during Reconstruction, the Japanese during World War II, or even 

the Muslims in modern day, public hysteria and fear of minorities is never far beneath the 

surface.  
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